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Welcome to the greatest entertainment 
spectacle of the 24th Century—
HoverDome! In this orbiting arena, 
extreme racing and miraculous 
technologies collide. Here, the privileged 
are the spectators and the elite our racers. 
You have fought your way to our starting 
gates. Now your biggest challenge awaits! 

To take your place among HoverDome 
elite you must unleash an arsenal of 
weapons, deploy turrets, drones, debris, 
and outwit your opponents through 
the deadly curves and game-changing 
shortcuts of the Red Canyon Run.

Use of Holographic technologies means 
the only thing getting hurt is your 
opponent’s reputation. So, don’t hold 
back. Race!Race! Fight!Fight! Win!Win!

Introduction
Get around the track twice by any means necessary. The first 
person to pass the finish line on the second lap triggers the final 
plays of the game. Anyone that has yet to go within the same 
round of playing should take their turn. 

If more than one player crosses the finish line, the winner is the 
player stopping furthest beyond it.

If there is a tie, each potential winner puts down their highest 
Movement card. The highest card value wins. This continues 
until one person has the higher value. If potential winners 
continue to match cards until they run out, they share the title!

The Goal

Video Tutorial
Who likes to read 
instructions? Not us! 

Learn the setup 
quickly by scanning 
this QR code with 
your phone. It will 
take you to the 
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Components

66 Player Markers

Red Canyon Run Gameboard

Debris SystemPlayer Pieces

6 two-sided 
Player 

Reference 
Cards

Active Player 
Token

Main Board

7 Hoverbike Side Boards

12 Tech Sticks

76 Power-Up Cards

64 
Movement 

Cards

Winner Trophy

8 Debris Type Panels

8 Debris Buddy Wooden Tokens

4 Drone 
Wooden 
Tokens

2 Six-sided Dice

6 Hoverbike Dashboards

7 Hoverbike Wooden Player Pawns

15 Debris 
Crystals

Debris System Board
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Key Game Concepts

Speed represents how many spaces 
you’re moving this turn. It’s determined 
by Movement cards played, modified by 
damage, status effects, and Power-Ups. 

Movement Speed also determines 
damage from curves and the ability to 
enter short cuts. 

Power-Ups are earned as you pass 
special spaces on the board and offer a 
range of capabilities:

Movement 
Speed

HoverBike 
Damage (Hit)

Attacks by other players and 
environmental threats can damage 
your bike. Each hit will reduce your 
maximum movement per turn along with 
imposing a penalty subtracted from 
your Movement card value. Take too 
much damage and your bike won’t be 
able to move. Damage does not go away 
on its own. You must repair it. See the 
Sequence of Play for details.

Dodging 
Attacks

You are always given a chance to dodge 
an attack. Dodging is attempted by 
rolling both six-sided dice and trying 
to match the dodge value listed on the 
attacking card. When dodge rolls fail,  
the even or odd value rolled will inform 
the resulting damage as listed on the 
attack card.

Tech 
Sticks

Play a Tech Stick for a game altering 
miracle during your turn or while 
attempting a dodge roll. Options are 
listed on the Player Reference Card. You 
get two per game. So use them wisely!

Power-Ups

• Defensive Shields (BlueBlue)
• Deployment of Turrets (PurplePurple)
• Movement Modifiers (GreenGreen)
• Weapons (OrangeOrange)
• Über Weapons (RedRed)
• Drones (BlackBlack)
• Debris (YellowYellow)

The bottom half represents the Engine 
Status and begins with a colored cube 
on “Status: Nominal.” 

Status will impact your Movement 
Speed. Unlike Damage, once an Status 
is applied, reset it to Status: Nominal.” 

Only one of the four statuses can be 
applied to your hoverbike at any time. 
When multiple attacks attempt to apply 
multiple Status effects, only the worst 
one is applied.

Statuses from best to worst are:Statuses from best to worst are:                    
2x2x,,  NominalNominal,,  1/21/2,,  andand  GitchGitch

When Glitch is active, no tech sticks or When Glitch is active, no tech sticks or 
cards can be played. Your bike will drift cards can be played. Your bike will drift 
forward two spaces.forward two spaces.

HoverBike 
Status

Track the condition of your HoverBike 
using the dashboard. Colored cubes 
indicate your hoverbike’s current 
Damage and Engine Status. These 
indicators change from environmental 
hazards, attacks from opponents, 
gambles you’ve taken and lost, and 
repair activities.

The top half indicates Damage taken, 
and starts with a colored cube on 0 
Damage. As you take damage, the 
tracker moves clockwise from 0 to 6+.  
The more Damage you take, the slower 
you will move until damage is repaired. 
When you have damage, your maximum 
possible movement is listed on the outer 
arch, with penalties subtracted from 
each movement card played listed in the 
middle arch.

Hoverbike 
Dashboard

Curves
Canyon turns (Yellow spacesYellow spaces) are 
dangerous. If moving faster than 6faster than 6, you 
will hit the energized guardrails and 
suffer one damage for each curve space 
moved through. Be careful!

Shortcuts
Paths of light (Blue spacesBlue spaces) skip you 
across the board. You must go slower slower 
than 5than 5 to enter. Once you’ve entered a 
shortcut, go as fast as you want on your 
next turn.

Debris stays on the track until hit. The 
type of debris determines difficulty to 
avoid it and the damage it inflicts. You 
can attack debris to destroy it too. 

Debris

Starting Line
The official start can be found in the 
lower-left of the game board.  Race in a 
clockwise maner around the track.  Pass 
through the checkered gate to trigger 
the end game (see Winning Conditions 
for details).
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Your Hoverbike
1. Select a hoverbike dashboard and place it in front of 

you

2. Select a hoverbike player pawn

3. Find the matching hoverbike side board and connect 
it to your hoverbike dashboard

4. Take two Tech Sticks and place them on your 
hoverbike side board 

5. Take the 11 player cubes matching your hoverbike’s 
color and place them on your hoverbike side board

6. Move one cube to the “0 damage” section of the 
HoverBike Dashboard

7. Move one cube to the “Status: Nominal” section of 
the HoverBike Dashboard

8. Take a “On Your Turn” reference card and set it beside 
your HoverBike Dashboard

The Main Game Board
9. Place the main game board on the table

10. Shuffle the Power-Ups and place them beside the 
board

11. Shuffle the Movement cards, deal five to each player, 
then place them beside the board

12. Place the two six-sided dice beside the board

The Debris System
13. Place the Debris System Board on the table

14. Take the 3 sets of crystals and place them to the left 
of their matching color on the board

15. Shuffle the 8 debris type tiles and select three, placing 
them on the 1,2, and 3 debris slots. Don’t cover the roll 
values or crystal color. Put the others back in the box

16. Take the 8 debris buddies and place them on their 
corresponding places on the Debris System Board

Drones
17. Place the four drone tokens beside the debris board

Determining Who starts
19. Determine who drove the fastest this week (or other 

household standard to determine the first player)

20. Award them the Active Player token to start the game

21. Talk smack

22. GO!

Play will continue clockwise around the table, passing 
along the Active Player token.

Game Set up

4

5 8

6

7

2

20

Trophy
18. Put the winner trophy beside the game board

1 3
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Sequence Of Play

Racing should be fast-paced. When you 
have the Active Player Token perform 
the following phases:

1. Use 1 Tech Stick (optional)

2. Play 1 Power-Up card (optional)

3. Play a Movement card, Redraw

4. Resolve any incoming attacks or 
track-inflicted damage

5. Draw power-ups (conditional)

If your Engine Status is not GlitchedGlitched, 
optionally play a Tech Stick to the game 
box, then perform one miracle:

Play 1 Tech Stick (optional)

• Completely repair bike damage 
(Do not change status)

• Discard all movement cards in 
hand and redraw 7

• Boost by adding the value of 
one die roll to the final speed 
value (used in Phase 3)

• Modify a dodge roll result from 
-2 to +2 (used in Phase 4)

If your Engine Status is not GlitchedGlitched, 
optionally play a Power-Up card from 
your hand. Some deploy to the board, 
to your bike, on to other players, or are 
sent to the discard pile.

Play 1 Power-Up (optional)

1. Declare which Power-Up you 
are playing (no stealth plays)

2. Review any “Special” 
instructions on the card

3. Perform the card actions/effects

1. Make sure your target is within 
attack range and is ahead of 
you on the current lap (unless 
otherwise noted).

2. Hand the card to your opponent 
so they can attempt to dodge. 
If multiple players are being 
attacked, resolve attacks 
clockwise around the table 
allowing each player to attempt 
a dodge roll.

3. If dodge rolls fail, apply damage 
based on the even (E) or odd (O) 
failed roll result as listed on the 
card. 

Deploy a Turret
Follow directions on page 9

Fling a Debris Buddy
Follow directions on page 10

Deploy a Drone
Follow directions on page 11

Attacking Opponents

Create a shield
Place card beside your 
Hoverbike Dashboard, use, 
discard as directed on card.

When done, pass the Active Player 
Token to the next player.

You can also directly target non-
players such as:

1. Debris dropped on the track

2. Debris buddies thrown on 
the track

3. Any deployed turrets

4. Any deployed drones

Have the owner roll dodge (or 
anyone who isn’t the attacker).  
Status effect results do not hurt 
non-players.  Only direct damage 
(e.g. one hit, two hits, etc.).

Drones and debris are removed 
from the board with one hit.

Turrets lose one ammunition per 
hit. 

Phase 1 Phase 2

5 Phases Per Turn

More Attack Options
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If your Engine Status is GlitchedGlitched, do 
not play any Movement cards. Your 
hoverbike drifts forward two spaces 
(and not into shortcuts). End Phase 3.

Play a Movement Card

1. Perform any “repair” options 
listed on the card

2. Draw any bonus Movement 
and/or Power-Up cards listed

3. Determine final speed value  
(see formula below)

4. Move the entireentire number of 
spaces equal to the speed value

5. Set status back to “Nominal” on 
your Hoverbike Dashboard

6. Redraw replacement for the 
Movement card played. Shuffle 
discarded Movement cards 
to create a new draw deck if 
needed.

If you are DamagedDamaged and don’t have a 
Movement Card with “repair” options, 
discard a Movement Card from your 
hand.  Instead of moving, repair 2 
damage. Redraw replacement. End 
Phase 3.
To play a Movement Card (and actually 
MoveMove), do the following:

Determine Final Speed Value
1. Movement card value minus 

speed penalties from damage 
the Hoverbike Dashboard

2. Apply any status effects (2x, 1/2 
movement, etc.), rounded up

3. Apply any max speed limits 
from the Hoverbike Dashboard

4. Add Tech Stick boost (optional)

If your final movement speed was over 
6, take 1 damage for each yellow curve 
space passed through or landed on. 

If you’re being attacked as a result of 
your movement, do the following:

For each Power-Up space 
you land on or pass through 
(denoted by the icon to the 
right) do the following:

Resolve Incoming Damage

1. Review SPECIAL text and dodge 
roll to avoid the attack as 
detailed on the card

2. Use the two dice and attempt to 
roll the specificed dodge value. 
Modify value using a Tech Stick.

3. If the dodge is not achieved, 
apply damage or status effects 
to your Hoverbike Dashboard 
based on the even (E) or odd (O) 
failed roll result as listed on the 
attack card

4. If you received 3 or more 
damage roll one die to see what 
type of debris you drop on your 
current space

5. Update other pieces involved in 
the attack (referencing Attack 
and Removing rules for turrets, 
debris, drones, etc.)

6. Place any spent Power-Up 
cards in the Power-Up discard 
pile

Draw Power-Ups (conditional)

1. If you already have 2 Power-Ups 
in hand discard one before 
drawing a new one

2. Draw and review 4 Power-Ups 
from the Power-Up deck

3. Select one Power-Up, discarding 
the others

If you have passed multiple Power-Up 
spaces on the same turn, resolve them 
one at a time.

When the Power-Up draw deck is 
empty, shuffle the discarded Power-Ups 
and resock the draw deck.

Pass the Active Player 
Token to the next player, 
clockwise motion around 
the table.

• Turrets never attack their 
owners!

• Repair next turn with a Tech 
Stick, Movement Card with 
a Repair option, or discard a 
Movement Card to repair 2.

Ending Your Turn

Don’t Forget

+
Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

(-1,-2,-3,-4,-5)
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Power-Up Cards

Bike Damage

Glitch Status
next turn

Movement 
Card Loss

Power-Up 
Loss

Repair 
Damage

When a player is hit, there are several 
types of damage that can occur:

Not all Power-Ups inflict damage.  
Some provide benefits:

Draw 
Movement Card+

Double 
movement
next turn

2x

1/2

+ Draw 
Power-Up 

Half 
Movement 
next turn

What’s on a card
Each Power-Up card will use combinations of the following:

1. Color coded header bar 
representing the Power-Up type

2. Power-Up Name

3. Flavor Text (a taunt, or humerous 
phrase to share) 

4. Special directions (play 
limitations or considerations) 

5. Range (how many spaces ahead 
this Power-Up can attack) 

6. Hit Zone (number of spaces 
ahead and behind the target 
space included in the attack)

7. Dodge (roll required for target to 
avoid the attack) 

8. Damage (resulting effects of 
being hit based on the even or 
odd value of a failed dodge roll) 

9. Turret icon & ammunition 
counter

10. Indicator where to align a turret 
on the game board 

11. Who is targeted by this card

12. Move (number of spaces it will 
move each turn

ZoneWhat is
Hit Zone tells how many spaces ahead 
AND behind the target also get hit in 
an attack.  Think of it like a radius of 
“splash damage” being applied.  

Anyone and anything (debris, drones, 
turrets, even you) within the Hit Zone 
would need to successfully dodge or 
take damage.

Example

With a Hit Zone of 
two, centered on P1, 
P2, and the turret are 
within the Hit Zone 
and must roll dodge to 
avoid taking damage.

Inflicting Damage

Bestowing Benefits

-

-
1 2

3

4

5 6 7 8

10

11

9

12

?
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Turrets

Turrets are special weapons deployed to specially marked spaces on the board. Turrets will attack attack 
anything that isn’t its owneranything that isn’t its owner as it tries to pass by. Turrets have a certain amount of ammunition to 
fire before being taken off the board. They can also be attacked and destroyed by various means. 

Turrets are removed from the board when they run out of ammunition or are replaced by another 
player’s turret. Return the owner’s color cube to them, and place the card in the Power-Up discard 
pile.

Turrets can be forced to stand down or be taken over by opponents using Power-Up cards like 
“Appropriate.” 

Turrets can also be targeted by Power-Up cards and attacked. Have the owner of the turret perform 
required dodge rolls. Each hit reduces the ammunition count by one. When it runs out, the turret is 
taken off the board. Any Engine Status effects (glitch, etc.) are ignored.

Turrets don’t attack their owner (defined as the player whose color matches the ammunition marker).

When Turrets attack, slide its ammunition marker down one. Resolve dodges and resulting damage.  
If you begin your turn on a space with the turret, it does not attack you again.  Turrets attack 
anytimeanytime you land on or pass by it.

1. Review the potential spaces marked by the turret icon on the game board and select one

2. If an enemy turret occupies this location, blow it up by sacrificing ammunition on your turret 
equal to the remaining ammunition on the enemy turret. Return the owner’s cube and place their 
Turret card in the Power-Up discard pile. 

3. Place your turret card at the desired location on the board by matching the docking arrow on the 
board with the one on the turret card.

4. Place your colored cube on ammunition 4 or the remaining ammunition if you blew up an enemy 
turret to deploy yours on that space. This represents how many times your turret may attack.        

5. Taunt your rivals of their impending doom.

If you want to play with turrets, during game setup:

Overview

Setup Steps

• Gather the 12 Turret Power-Up cards with purple headers and shuffle them into the Power-Up 
deck

Placing Turrents 
There are 9 spaces marked on the game board with the turret icon. You can place your turret at any 
of the locations even if another turret is already there.

Turret Attacks

Removing Turrets
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Debris System

1. Gather 15 crystals, 8 Buddy Tokens, 8 Debris type tiles, 8 yellow header Power-Up cards, and the 
Debris System Board

2. Shuffle the 8 Debris Buddy Power-Up cards into the Power-Up deck

3. Place the Debris System board beside the main HoverDome board

4. Shuffle the 8 Debris tiles and randomly select 3 of them. Place them in slots 1, 2, and 3. Return 
unused tiles to the box

5. Place the black crystals beside slot 1, white beside slot 2, and gold beside slot 3

6. Place the buddy tokens on corresponding spaces of the Debris System Board

• Roll one die

• Determine debis type matching the rolled value to the Debris System Board

• Drop the matching debris crystal on the same space as your bike

Debris represents the bits flung, blown, cut, or corroded off your bike creating hazards on the track. 
Debris Buddies are dangerous obstacles you can gleefully toss on the track.  Everyone (including 
you) must dodge all debris and buddies on the track.  No one is immune.

Debris and Debris Buddies remain on the game board until hit. Once hit, remove the Debris Buddy 
or Debris Crystal from the board. Being hit can happen in two ways: 1) a player moving on the board 
fails a dodge roll hitting the debris, 2) a player uses a Power-Up to attack the Debris or Debris 
Buddy. When a player attacks debris, any other player should perform the dodge roll for the debris.

If you stop on or pass throughstop on or pass through  a space with Debris, roll to see if you dodge it. Review the 
corresponding Buddy Power-Up card or matching debris tile slot on the Debris System Board to 
determine dodge and damage. If starting your turn on a space with a debris crystal, ignore it.  

1. After playing a Debris Buddy Power-Up, select its Buddy token from the Debris System 
Board and place it on the game board within the allowed Range. Place the Power-Up card 
beside the Debris System Board for reference until it’s hit by a player.

2. When you receive 3 or more damage (at the end of your movement or when attacked by another player)

If you want to play with debris, during game setup:

Overview

Setup Steps

Placing Debris
There are two ways Debris get generated:

Hitting Debris (Debris Attacks)

Removing Debris

Components
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Drone System

1. Gather the 5 Drone Power-Up cards with black headers and shuffle them into the Power-Up deck

2. Gather the 4 Drone tokens (or figures) and place them beside the game board

Drones rain havoc from the skies, each with unique behaviors and damage, moving independently 
from their owners, and gunning for a specific target. 

Drones are removed from the board after they’ve performed an attack on their target (regardless of 
success or failure), or have been destroyed in an attack from players, turrets, etc. 

Players can target Drones directly or indirectly within the Hit Zone of an attack. The Drone owner 
performs required dodge rolls. One hit destorys a Drone.  

Drones areare attacked by Turrets but do notdo not encounter Debris or Debris Buddies. If a Drone reaches 
a target on a Turret space, resolve the Drone’s attack on the target first before the turret attacks the 
Drone.

Drones can only attack other player (not turrets, debris, etc.). When a Drone reaches its target, 
follow the attack directions on its card. If the target fails to dodge, apply damage based on the 
even (E) or odd (O) failed roll result as listed on the card.

If you want to play with drones, during game setup:

Overview

Setup Steps

Placing Drones
To play a Drone, place the Power-Up card to the left of your Hoverbike Dashboard. If the Drone 
requires a target, ask the targeted player for one of their color markers and place it on the target 
space of the Drone card. Place the matching Drone pawn on the same space as your Hoverbike.   
The Drone remains active on the game board until it reaches its target and performs its attack (or is 
destroyed by failing to dodge when it is attacked). 

Drone Attacks

Removing Drones

When you’re done with your turn, your Drone moves. Check the “MOVE” amount on the Drone card 
to see how far the Drone will move each turn. Drones will always take the shortest path (including 
the use of shortcuts) to reach its target. Drones can not move backwards on the track.  If it’s target 
somehow gets behind the drone, it will not move forward, waiting until its target catches up.

Moving Drones
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Example Cards

Reflective Shield

Special instructions: Deflects any attack targeting 
you to the nearest enemy within 7 spaces ahead 
of you.

The player you redirect the attack to must roll 
dodge to avoid getting hit. If more than one 
opponent occupies the target space, the deflector 
picks which gets attacked. 

Move 1

Repairs all damage to your Hoverbike. 

Draw extra powerup card now. Max handsize is 
2, so discard one before drawing a new one if 
you’re at the max handsize already.

Draw extra movement card now. 

Card contributes 1 towards your Hoverbike 
movement this turn. Move your bike. Redraw a 
replacement Movement Card.

The Equalizer

Special instructions: Can only be used against the 
player in first place.

Attack range: Target any opponent who is 
currently winning the race, regardless of distance 
ahead of you.

Hit Zone: Spaces included in the attack are two 
spaces ahead and two behind your target. All 
players, debris, drones, and turrets in that zone 
must roll dodge.

Dodge: Roll a 2 using two dice to avoid this 
attack.

Damage: If the missed dodge roll is even, take 
three damage and suffer the Glitch status. If odd, 
take five damage. Both outcomes cause more 
than three damage and therefore require rolling 
one die to see what type of debris is generated.

Drone Beta

Special instructions: Before the drone moves, the 
target updates based on who is in the lead now. 
The drone then moves 6 spaces towards that 
target, attacking when it is reached.

Hit Zone: Spaces included in the attack are one 
ahead and one behind your target. All players, 
debris, drones, and turrets in that zone must roll 
dodge.

Dodge: Roll two dice and get an 11 or 12 to dodge 
the attack.

Damage: If the missed dodge roll is even, take 
three hits and gain one Power-Up. If odd, take 
three damage and gain one movement card. Both 
outcomes cause more than three damage and 
therefore require rolling one die to see what type 
of debris is generated.

Combine 2 Movement Cards

Special instructions: Combine any additional 2 
Movement cards this turn. 

Moves your Hoverbike the combined total of the 
two other Movement cards, maximum 14 spaces.

Instead of redrawing the spent 3 movement 
cards, only redraw 2. It’s a risk/reward penalty.

The examples below explain how to intrepret reading and applying various card types.
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Two Player Variation

Example Rounds

Turrets spawn everywhere and attack everyone! Environmental hazards anyone?

Ammunition Count
No ammunition markers are needed for two players.  Read on for details.

When Passing A Turret
Turrets are not owned by anyone. AnyoneAnyone that passes a turret gets attacked. Discard the 
turret after it attacks a player.

Concluding Your Turn

At the end of each player’s turn, locate the next non-shortcut turret location ahead of the 
player currently in the lead. Play the top card of the turret deck at this location. 

If that space is currently occupied, discard that turret and replace it with the new one.  
When the turret deck is empty, re-shuffle the turret discards.

Here’s an example of a three player game. Each player begins with zero 
damage and Nominal status on their Hoverbike Dashboard.

Round 1

RED plays a five Movement Card, then redraws one. The RED bike moves 
five spaces, passing a Power-Up space. The RED player draws four Power-Up 
cards. They keep a Magnetic Turret, but can’t place it until their next turn. 
The other three Power-Ups drawn are discarded.

GREEN plays an eight Movement Card, then redraws one. The GREEN bike 
moves eight spaces passing two Power-Up spaces.  GREEN draws the four 
Power-Ups and picks Ion Storm, discarding the other three.  They draw four 
more, keep Afterburner, and dicard the other three.

YELLOW plays a ten Movement Card, then redraws one.  Their bike moves 
10 spaces, passing two Power-Up spaces, YELLOW draws cards like GREEN 
did, keeping Sabotage and Mega Cannon.  

Round 2

RED plays the Power-Up Magnetic Turret to the second turret space (#XX) 
on the main track, then places a red cube on ammunition position 4 on the 
turret card. RED plays a four Movement Card, then redraws one. The RED 
bike moves four spaces into the first shortcut.

GREEN plays the Power-Up Ion Storm, which attacks both RED and YELLOW 
players. Each player needs to roll a 2 or 12 to dodge the attack. 

RED rolls two dice, resulting in a 12, dodging the attack. GREEN boos.

YELLOW rolls two dice, resulting in 3 (not the 2 or 12 required to dodge). This 
odd roll results in two damage and the Glitch status. YELLOW moves their 
damage indicator from zero to two, and their status from normal to GLITCH 
on their Hoverbike Dashboard. 

With the attack done, GREEN continues with their turn. 

GREEN plays a six Movement Card, then redraws one. After moving six on 
the board, they avoid any curve damage because they went through the 
turn slower than 7. However, they passed RED’s Magnetic Turret, which 
fires. GREEN moves the Magnetic Turret’s ammunition marker from 4 to 3. 
GREEN must roll a 9-12 to dodge the Magnetic Turret’s attack. Taking two 
dice, GREEN rolls an 8 and does not dodge. GREEN’s even roll results in: Half 
Movement status (on their next turn). GREEN adjusts their status indicator on 
their Hoverbike Dashboard to Half Movement. 

YELLOW cannot play cards this turn due to the Glitch status. They drift 
forward two spaces and end their turn. YELLOW adjusts the status indicator 
on their Hoverbike Dashboard back to Nominal.

• Want a faster game? Do one lap instead 
of two and reduce tech sticks to one per 
player.

• Easier for children? Remove the turrets, 
debris, drones, and/or red-orange 
weapon cards from the Power-Up deck. 
Draw only one Power-Up instead of four 
when passing or landing on a Power-Up 
spot. 

• Longer, more intense games? Allow 
players to hold any number of Power-
Ups in their hand. Add a third lap if 
you want to find the true HoverDome 
champion!

• Want to keep the board changing? Allow 
players to place a turret immediately 
when drawn instead of waiting for their 
next turn to play it as their Power-Up.

• Greater obstacles? Drop debris when 
you have 2 or more damage vs 3!

Adjust The Game

Setup Additions 

Gameplay Changes

• Separate all purple turret cards into a separate Power-Up pile
• Shuffle them. Set them aside. Re-Shuffle remaining Power-Up cards
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Frequently Asked

Q. If I’m within the Hit Zone of my own attack do I get hit?

A. Yes. Don’t be within the Hit Zone of your own weapons!

Q. If I’m in a shortcut, can I still be targeted or attacked?

A. Yes, as long as the attacker has not passed the shortcut entrance you are 
in. There are two exceptions: some cards can attack all players regardless 
of position on board, or have Hit Zones which can spread into shortcuts if 
within the Hit Zone range. 

Q. The Mega Cannon has an infinite range. Can I attack the player in last 
place “ahead” of me?

A. In the spirit of fairness, you can only attack people who are considered 
“winning” ahead of you. If someone is already behind you, attacking them 
only hurts them further and that’s not fun.

Q. Do Turrets still fire if I have a card such as “Jammer Shield”, which can’t 

target me?

A. Yes. The Turrets still fire, they just are unable to hit you. Be sure to 
update Turret’s ammunition marker down one!

Q. Can I play a Power-Up shield if someone is attacking me?

A. Sorry, nope! There are no instant plays in the game. Power-Ups are 
played only on your turn. If you see a potential threat, activate your Power-
Up before something bad happens. At the very least it will buy you one turn 
of safety!

Q. If I dodge an attack and it has a Hit Zone, what happens?
A. You’re safe, but anyone else in the Hit Zone must also attempt a dodge 
roll or take damage! 

Q. If I take the first Shortcut, can I jump to the main track instead of going 

under it?

A.  No.  The first Shortcut starts at space 5 and exists on space 19. There 
is a tunnel that takes you under the main track. You can’t jump up and 
continue on the main track if you enter this Shortcut.

Q. If you play a 12, but have ½ movement and move through a turn with a 

max safe speed of 6, would I take curve damage?

A. No. The “final speed value” is what is used to determine damage in 
curves (or to access to shortcuts). In this example, the 12 becomes 6, 
making it safe to travel through the curve.

Q. If I pass two Power-Ups, and one turret, can I draw a Power-Up to see if 
I can stand-down the enemy turret with my own before resolving damage?

A. No. According to the Sequence of Play, you resolve all damage first 
(turrets, debris, etc.), and then draw your Power-Ups. Also, you can only 
use one Power-Up at the start of your turn. 

Q. If someone is in a shortcut are they considered “winning” or “ahead”?

A. No, not until they emerge from the shortcut back on the main track. If 
you’re behind or at a shortcut’s entrance, you can still target them. If you 
passed the shortcut your opponent is currently taking, for the moment, you 
are “ahead” of them.

Q. If I’m starting on the last yellow space on a curve and play a movement 
more than 6, do I take one curve damage?

A. No. You only take damage when entering a yellow curve space too fast.

Q. Can I roll dodge and then use a Tech Stick to block damage if I fail my 

dodge roll?

A.  No.  Resolving damage comes after the use of Tech Sticks in the 
Sequence of Play. So, you could use the Tech Stick on your next turn to 
repair damage, but not negative status effects.

Q. Can a Tech Stick reset Glitch or 1/2 movement to Nominal?

A. No. Tech Sticks can only repair bike damage not status effects.

Q. My Dashboard says a max of 14 spaces per movement. Can I go above 
using the Tech Stick boost?

A. Yes, this is the one exception to the 14 spaces maximum movement rule. 

Q. How do you get more Tech Sticks during a game?

A. You can’t get more Tech Sticks. You only get two per game. Use them 
with care!

Attacks

The Board

Tech Sticks

Movement
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Kickstarter Supporters
We would like to thank the everyone who helped back this project and fund 
it into reality. The following approved their name for inclusion:

 @MollyPrewett7
 Alec A. Valdes
 Alyssa & Ryan
 Alyssa Fawcett
 Andrew
 Andrew (Northing Games)
 Andy Uchytil
 Arron Campi
 BeeZarre Games
 Bill + Bob
 Birte
 BRADNON
 Bryan Pope
 Chris (LB), Susan, and Jeffrey Lenz
 Collin Thuriot
 Dan Shelley & Lane Beauchamp
 Dan Sonnemann
 Dana Guthrie
 Daniel Prust
 Darlene Wilson
 Darren Lipman
 Darren Lyons
 Dave Franson
 Dean Zemel
 Devon Dent
 Dylan Tepp & Taylor Parramoure
 Edward F Barta III
 Giga-Bites Tabletop Cafe
 HDYboardgame
 JaeElle
 Jennifer Lavender Braun
 Jesse Michael Genovese
 Juan Sanchez & Nicole Dostal
 Justin Wiese
 Lauren, Jake and Colton
 Liz “Curator Ossien“ Zummo
 Lucas / Christine Richmond
 Luke Christensen
 Madeline
 Maretes Hein & Kim Mayer
 Matt and Katy McGill

 Michael Ewen
 Mihai
 Mike Criscuolo
 Mom of Genius  TBTG
 Ørjan Barreth Danielsen
 paverson
 Pedro Filgueiras Soares
 Philip Lesnar
 Potbelly Steve
 Preston Coutts
 Rachel Leoni
 Randal Lloyd
 Roadkill
 Schmidt Family
 Shaun Bogan
 Steve Grobschmidt
 Terry Edwards
 The Creative Fund by BackerKit
 Tony W.
 Wolcott Family Gamers

Supporting Organizations

Better Half Reviews
@BetterHalfReviews
on Instagram & Youtube

Milwaukee Protospiel &
Madison Protospiel
Communities

The Game Night Crew

The JCI Crew
Shaun Bogan
Matt Plank
Dan Sonnemann
Katie Wildner (Wolak) 

The Home Team

Madeline T. & The Whole 
Crew at FedEx, Thank you 
so much for helping us 
make & ship countless 
prototypes!

Kimberly Baker
Pat Conley
Maretes Hein
Ryan Jay
Bill Lucas 
Dan Prust
Bob Solem
Justin Weise

Our Pit Crew
These are the angels that got      
HoverDome to the starting line!

Anthony Zummo
Derek Cronwell-Zummo 
Elizabeth Zummo
Kathy & Michael Ferrara
Lauren & Jake Eveland
Nick Zummo

A very special thank you to  
everyone -- even those that otped 
out of being acknowledged in the 
listing above!
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Matthew Zummo 

Game Design

Michael Zummo

Testing / Support

Derek Cronwell-Zummo
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